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CONSERVATION COVENANTS

“… an agreement made between a landowner and a 

conservation body which ensures the conservation of 

natural or heritage features on the land. It is a private 

and voluntary arrangement made in the public 

interest, which continues to be effective even after the 

land changes hands”
{ref 1.1 LAW COM No 349}



CONSERVATION COVENANTS

• Existing comparable covenants but negative 

in effect (ie not do something)

– S 8 of the National Trust Act 1937 landowner 

may agree with National Trust restrictions on 

activities on the land

– S 5 of the Forestry Act 1967 (similar and again 

negative)



Background to Conservation 

Covenants
• LAW COMMISSION

– Conservation Covenants: A Consultation Paper (2013) 

(Law Com Consultation Paper No 211)

– Conservation Covenants Report (2014) - (LAW COM No 349) –

included draft Bill

–

• Principal recommendations CCs :

– two-party agreement,

– positive as well as restrictive obligations,

– capable of binding successors in title and

– be made for the public good



Background to Conservation 

Covenants

• 25 Year Environment Plan published 2018

– Undertook to review and take forward CC’s

“We will assess the potential role of conservation covenants to enable 

landowners to create a legally-binding obligation with respect to their 

land that delivers lasting, conservation benefits for future generations. 

Covenants would be overseen by a responsible body to maintain 

standards, and could allow landowners to protect treasured features on 

their land such as trees or woodland for purely altruistic reasons. In 

some cases, they might also be used in a business context to secure 

the long-term maintenance of existing or newly created wildlife or 

heritage assets.”



Background to Conservation 

Covenants

• DEFRA

– Consultation based on LC Report - 2018 

– Govt Response - July 2019 

– Agreed “useful tool for delivering lasting conservation 

outcomes”

– Differed from LC’s proposals

– No separate Statute



Background to Conservation 

Covenants

“We conclude from the responses that there is both the demand 
and potential for conservation covenants to make a key 
contribution to lasting conservation. We intend to introduce 
legislation for conservation covenants for England as part of the 
Environment Bill; based on the Law Commission Bill, but with 
amendments to allow organisations in addition to conservation 
charities and public bodies to apply to become responsible bodies 
and to allow the Secretary of State to set additional requirements 
for annual reports in secondary legislation”

DEFRA 2019





Environment Bill & CCs

EB Part 6 NATURE AND BIODIVERSITY & Part 7 CONSERVATION 

COVENANTS

• Govt has described as ‘framework of measures to support nature’s 

recovery in line with the ambition set out in the 25 Year Environment 

Plan’ 

– a 10% biodiversity net gain requirement on new development

– a strengthened biodiversity duty on public authorities

– Local Nature Recovery Strategies (LNRSs)

– Species Conservation Strategies and Protected Sites Strategies

– targeted measures to protect existing trees

– conservation covenants

• Local authorities  key role to play in the delivery of 

measures



Environment Bill & CCs Pt 7

Pt 7 Cl 108 – 130

• Creation of conservation covenant

– Cl108 Conservation covenant agreements

– Cl109 Conservation covenants

– Cl 110 Responsible bodies



• Cl 109 CC is “so much of a conservation 

covenant agreement as is given statutory 

effect by this section”.

• Cl 108 CCA=

– Written agreement B/W  landowner and a 

responsible body contains provision which

(i) is of a qualifying kind,

(ii) has a conservation purpose, and

(iii) is intended by the parties to be for the public good



Cl 108(2) qualifying provision in CCA is one which 

• requires landownerto do, or not to do, something 

on land in England specified in the provision in 

relation to which the landowner holds a qualifying 

estate specified in the agreement for the purposes 

of the provision, or

• to allow the responsible body to do something on 

such land, or

• requiring the responsible body to do something 

on such land.



• Cl 110 Responsible Bodies

– Secretary of State or ‘designated body’

– local authority (as defined excl parish councils) may 

apply to be designated as RB ‘suitable’

– non-local authority (incl charity) may be designated 

• if some of its main purposes or functions relate to 

conservation (in the case of public bodies or 

charities) &

• is suitable to be a responsible body or  “at least 

some of the body’s main activities relate to 

conservation” and it must also meet the suitability 

test.



• Cl 110 definition of “conservation”

(a) the natural environment or natural resources of 

land,

(b) places of archaeological, architectural, artistic, 

cultural or

historic interest, or

(c) the setting of land with a natural environment or 

natural resources or which is a place of arch



Environment Bill & CCs Pt 7

• Effect of conservation covenant 

– Cl111 Local land charge 

– Cl112 Duration of obligation under conservation 

covenant : indefinite (freehold) or remainder 

(leasehold) or shorter if CCA provides

– Cl113 Benefit and burden of obligation of 

landowner –owed to RB

– Cl114 Benefit of obligation of responsible body 

– owed to landowner and succesor



Environment Bill & CCs Pt 7

• Breach and enforcement 

– Cl 115 Breach of obligation – NB where negative 

obligation breach includes permitting or suffering 

another; positive CC breached ‘if it is not performed’

– Cl 116 Enforcement of obligation – contractual

remedies

– Cl 117 Defences to breach of obligation – matter 

beyond control; emergency avoiding loss of life or injury; 

land within designated area and breach



Environment Bill & CCs Pt 7

• Discharge and modification 

• Cl 118 Discharge of obligation of landowner 

by agreement 

– Cl119 Discharge of obligation of responsible 

body by agreement 

– Cl120 Modification of obligation by agreement 

– Cl121 Discharge or modification of obligation by 

Upper Tribunal 



Environment Bill & CCs Pt 7
• Cl 121 and Sch 17 — Discharge or modification of 

obligations under conservation covenants by Upper 

Tribunal

• Application can also be made by  Def to enforcement; No 

application under s 84(1) Law of Property Act 1925;

• Test for discharge is “if  it is reasonable to do so in all the 

circumstances of the case” and based upon taking into 

account “changes any material change of circumstance 

since the making of the original agreement”; whether 

serves conservation purpose; serves public good

• UT also has powers to grant compensation



Environment Bill & CCs Pt 7

• Replacement etc of responsible body 

– Cl122 Power of responsible body to appoint 

replacement 

– Cl123 Body ceasing to be a responsible body 



Environment Bill & CCs Pt 7

– Cl124 Effect of acquisition or disposal of affected land 

by responsible body 

– Cl125 Effect of deemed surrender and re-grant of 

qualifying estate 

– Cl126 Declarations about obligations under CCs

– Cl127 Duty of responsible bodies to make annual return 

Supplementary 

– 128 Crown application and see Sch 18
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WILL THEY WORK?
• Para 3(2)(c) Sch 17 UT discharge or modify a CC under Cl 

121 etc 

– to take account of whether the obligation serves ‘the public good’ 

– “public good”

• No definition of ‘public good’ = risk to effectiveness of 

endurance of covenants and aims of securing net gain 

sites in perpetuity.

• Para  3(2)(a)(ii)  Sch 17 UT  discharge or modify a CC per 

Cl 118 etc 

– changes to enjoyment of the land 

• Potential  subsequent landowner to avoid obligations



?

Clause 110 Responsible Bodies

• modified a bit from Law Commission draft Bill now private 

bodies where ‘at least some of its main purposes or 

functions relate to conservation, or …at least some of the 

body’s main activities relate to conservation.

• Incentives for landowners?

• Prevent or support development? Biodiversity Net Gain?



Any Questions?



Thank you for listening!
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